Dvalishvili studied the concepts of near relations and closer relations in topology in 2005. In 2009, these relations were further investigated by Thamizharasi and Thangavelu. Recently the authors introduced the weak forms of near and closer relations in topology. In this paper, the weak forms of near and closer relations in bitopology have been discussed .
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Topologists -open sets in topology to bitopological spaces. The concepts of near relations and closer relations in topology that were discussed in [5, 12] . These notions are further investigated in [10] . Recently the authors introduced the weak forms of near and closer relations in topology. The purpose of this paper is to investigate these relations in bitopological settings. Throughout this paper (X,) is a topological space and (X,  1 ,  2 ) is a bitopological space, i,j=1,2 and ij. Also A and B are the subsets of X. Cl i A = the closure of A and Int i A = the interior of A with respect to  i. .
Definition 2.1:
A is called (i).regular open [9] if A= Int ClA (ii).semiopen [6] [10] .
The concepts of sInt ij A, and sCl ij A can be defined in a usual way. Lemma 2.6:
NEAR RELATIONS IN BITOPOLOGY
The next proposition shows that Lemma 2.2 can be established in bitological settings.
Conversely let A=AInt i Cl j Int i A. Then AInt i Cl j Int i A that implies that A is ij--open. This proves the first part of (i).
This proves (i). Other results in the proposition can be analogously established.
Remark 3.2:
The above proposition motivates to define the closure and interior operators of a bitoplogical space in the following manner.
Definition 3.3:
(i).pInt ij A =AInt i Cl j A and pCl ij A= ACl i Int j A. Proof: Suppose A is ij-seminear to B. Then sInt i A = sInt j B that implies A Cl i Int i A = sInt i A = sInt j B= B Cl j Int j B. Now Int i AsInt i A = sInt j B = BCl j Int j B B that implies Int i A  B. Since Int i A j it follows that Int i AInt j B. Similarly we can prove that Int j B  Int i A. This proves that Int i A = Int j B that implies A is ij-near to B. The other cases can be analogously proved. to Cl j A in (X, i ). This proves (i). If A is ij-semiclosed then Int j A = Int j Cl i A that implies A is j-near to Cl i A. If A is ij--closed then Cl i Int j Cl i AA that implies Int j A=Int j Cl i Int j Cl i A = Int j Cl i A that proves that A is jnear to Cl i A. This proves (ii). Suppose A is ijpreclosed. Then Cl i Int j A A that implies Int j A = Int j Cl i Int j A that proves that A is j-near to Cl i Int j A. This proves (iii) . Suppose A is ij--closed. Then Int i Cl j Int i AA that implies Int i A = Int i Cl j Int i A that proves that A is i-near to Cl j Int i A. Suppose A is ij-bclosed or ij-b # -closed then AInt i Cl j ACl j Int i A that implies Int i AInt i Cl j AInt i Cl j Int i A = Int i Cl j Int i A  Int i A that proves that Int i A=Int i Cl j Int i A. This proves that A is i-near to Cl j Int i A. This proves (iv). (ii) AC is not ij-near to BD.
Proposition 3.7: (i).If A is ij-regular open then A is i-near to Cl j A. (ii).If A is ij-semiclosed or ij--closed then A is j-near to
Proof: Since A is ij-near to B and since C is ij-near to D, Int i A = Int j B and Int i C = Int j D. This implies Int i A Int i C = Int j B Int j D that implies Int i (AC) = Int j (BD). This proves that AC is ij-near to BD that implies (i). Since Int i (AC)  Int i AInt i C, it follows that AC is not ij-near to BD.
It is easy to see that the relation " is ij-near to " is not reflexive. Further this relation is neither symmetric nor transitive. This proves that A is i-preclosed that proves (iii).
CLOSER RELATIONS IN BITOPOLOGY Definition 4.1:
We say that A is ij-closer (resp. ijsemicloser, resp. ij--closer, resp. ij-precloser, resp. ij--closer) to B if Cl i A=Cl j B (resp. sCl i A=sCl j B, resp. Cl i A=Cl j B, resp. pCl i A=pCl j B, resp. Cl i A=Cl j B). 
